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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
This topic introduces you to the concept of simple spool distribution and how 
zJOS-XDI/AutoXfer© do it for you.   
 

1.1. Spool Distribution System  
 
Spool of z/OS or MVS system consists of job outputs and others which could be 
useful information or garbage.  Both types are too expensive if they stay too long 
on the mainframe system.  The more outputs are held, the more DASD spaces 
are engaged.   The more age is needed for each output to stay on the system, 
the more and more DASD spaces are consumed.    
 
Well managed system normally does not let spool content to stay too long on the 
system.  As outputs are the final objects of information processes, normally they 
are not planned to be reused by the system.  So they are filtered, the useful 
outputs are straightly distributed to their users, whereas the garbage is purged.    
 
As mentioned above, spool outputs are considered as the final object or 
deliverable objects which only needed by their users. Hence fairly, once outputs 
are delivered to users, IT production team no longer responsible to manage and 
maintain them.  Rather, recipients are supposed to be the one.  If necessary, 
each recipient may setup its own report repository system according to specific 
requirements.     
 

1.2. Spool Distribution with AutoXfer  
 
AutoXfer or XDI/AutoXfer is a spool application program to help you distributing 
your application outputs from z/OS spool to all their users’ computers.   You can 
assign up to 8 output classes to be watched by AutoXfer.   Once an output is 
generated in one of assigned classes, AutoXfer is then catching it and checking it 
whether it is an expected output according to users’ defined distribution table.  An 
unexpected output will be purged.   An expected output is then converted into flat 
file and transferred to its destinations according to users’ defined destination 
table.  Its original copy is then either deleted or directed to a certain output class 
according to users’ specified re-queue class in AutoXfer main parameter table.   
 
In order to transfer newly generated flat dataset, you can either use IBM standard 
FTP or CA-Xcom® from Computer Associates managed by XDI/AutoXfer as 
illustrated in figure 1.1 below.   FTP is the default.  `Flat dataset is then deleted 
upon completion of transfer process.    
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Figure 1.1:  AutoXfer workflow   
 
 
If FTP is chosen, recipient’s computer must run FTP server as shown in figure 
1.2.   As FTP is normally widely used in various small platforms, preparing 
recipient’s computers is not serious issue.  It’s quite easy and cheap.   
 
However, if Xcom is chosen, recipient’s computer must run Xcom application 
partner as illustrated in figure 1.3.   Ask CA representative personnel how to have 
Xcom on your enterprise system.   
 
 

 
 
Figure 1.2:  AutoXfer with FTP   
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Figure 1.3:  AutoXfer with CA-Xcom   
 
 
Note that flat dataset name uses high level qualifier of ‘XDI’ and followed by fixed 
naming format as follow:  
 

• XDI.destname.repname.Dyyddd.Thhmmssd.Cnnn 
• Where:  

o XDI is fixed HLQ 
o destname or destination name is a name assigned in spool output 

DD card DEST=destname   
o repname or report name is a name assigned in spool output DD 

card as SYSOUT=(class,repname ) 
o Dyyddd is date in Julian format (yyddd) prefixef by ‘D’ just to meet 

valid dataset name format.  The yyddd indicates date on which the 
spool output is generated.   

o Thhmmssd is TOD clock prefixed by ‘T’ and suffixed by 1 digit of 
deci-second (one tenth second).  The hhmmss indicates time of 
day at which the spool output is generated.   

o Cnnn is a counter to avoid duplication in case 2 datasets are 
generated at exactly the same time.   

 

11..22..11  Spool Selection   
 
Spool distribution system normally distributes selected spool output files only, 
instead of the whole spool files.  AutoXfer gives chance to users to select output 
files based on either report names, destination names or both names combined 
with JES2 output class es into which spool output files are queued for printing.   
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In this selection step, report name  is taken from appropriate (external) writer 
name  specified as SYSOUT=(class,writername ) in DD card from which output 

file is going to be produced.   This 
name is then tagged as one of spool 
attribute for generated output file.  
Environment that’s not establishing 
writer names can use its appropriate 
DD name or jobname.    
 
Destination name  is taken from the 
appropriate JES2 destination identifier 
specified as DEST=destname  in DD 
card from which output file is going to 
be produced.  This name is then 
tagged as one of spool attribute for 
generated output file. To avoid conflict 
with JES2 NJE or RJE network, you 
are strongly recommended to use 
dummy destination identifier instead.     
 
AutoXfer works as event-driven task 
which sleeps all the time and only 
wakes up when a spool output file is 
coming into certain JES2 output 
classes assigned to be input classes.   
The incoming file is then reviewed 
whether meets selection criteria 
expected by users. Only selected files 
are proceeded.    

 
Figure 1.4:  Spool selection  
 

11..22..22  Target Selection 
 
Distributing (output) files can be various among several recipients.  AutoXfer 
gives chances to each recipient to receive selected files only.   Filtering is done in 
2 stages, by (1) destination names and then by (2) report names.   
 
As recipients are grouped per destination, only recipients under a specific 
destination are targeted to receive files taken from spool outputs tagged with this 
destination name.   Environment that’s not establishing destination names can 
only use one destination, LOCAL or ANYLOCAL. In such case, recipients are not 
grouped and distribution is only based on report names filtering at recipient level.   
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Next stage is report 
name filtering.  A 
recipient can be 
targeted to receive 
only caught spool 
files with certain 
names.   Although it 
sounds like target 
level filtering, this 
setting, however, is 
not recipient’s crew 
authority.  It is done 
by spool distribution 
administrator in 
AutoXfer recipients 
table.   
 
 
 
 

Figure 1.5:  Target/recipient selection  
 

1.3. System Requirements  
 
As XDI/AutoXfer is bundled within zJOS-XDI© package, the whole package have 
to be completely installed into the system.  To have XDI/AutoXfer properly work, 
it needs the following components on your mainframe system on which zJOS-
XDI framework is running:  
 

• z/OS V1R4 or higher 
• JES2  
• TSO/E with ISPF 5.5 or higher 
• FTP client (if FTP is chosen as transmitter) 
• Xcom (if Xcom is chosen as transmitter)   
• XDI/AutoXfer activation key 

 
In the system partner of each recipient requires following components work 
properly:  
 

• FTP server (if FTP is chosen as transmitter) 
• Xcom (if Xcom is chosen as transmitter)   
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Chapter 2 Getting Started 
 
 
XDI/AutoXfer© is a spool outputs distribution solution product which is bundled 
together with zJOS/Puspa© (automatic jobs scheduler) and zJOS/Sekar© 
(systems events manager) in a single package called zJOS-XDI©.   All are 
running in a single MVS address space, named XDI, which is zJOS-XDI main 
address space.     
 
Regardless AutoXfer is used in your environment, zJOS-XDI main address space 
is always accompanied by XDILGR address space, which actually is AutoXfer 
logger.   If AutoXfer is used, XDILGR then become important component for user 
to monitor and manage operation of spool distribution.    
 
 

2.1. Preparing zJOS-XDI System  
 
Please refer to zJOS/Sekar© User Guide, point 2.1 chapter 2.   
 
 

2.2. Starting and Stopping zJOS  
 
Please refer to zJOS/Sekar© User Guide, point 2.2 chapter 2.   
 

2.3. Preparing AutoXfer 
 
The most important thing you must prepare before you work with AutoXfer is a 
set of procedures JCLs, XDIAXFR and XDILGR.  By default, AutoXfer runs as a 
subtask in zJOS-XDI main address space, usually called XDI.  XDIAXFR is a 
procedure to start an STC which run AutoXfer task.   See par 2.1 chapter 2 of 
Sekar User’s Guide to learn further.  For light duty AutoXfer, such way is better 
and simpler.  For medium to heavy duty AutoXfer, however, such way is totally 
not recommended.  Running AutoXfer within zJOS-XDI address space means 
promote AutoXfer to be prioritized at the same service class as Sekar and 
Puspa.   This means, you give a chance to AutoXfer to compete Sekar and 
Puspa for hardware services at the peak situation.   Of course, such situation is 
not very smart as AutoXfer workloads more fluctuated and deal too much I/O that 
certainly degrades all other workloads at the same class and lower.    
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XDIAXFR – Procedure to start AutoXfer externally  
 
Detail of XDIAXFR procedure is discussed in sub par 2.1.2 chapter 2 of Sekar 
User’s Guide.   This discussion focuses on what you can do more with PARMLIB.  
Given PARMLIB consists of samples of Sekar, Puspa and AutoXfer parameters.  
So this dataset is shared among all zJOS-XDI address spaces.   
 
In most cases in users’ environments, however, 90% even more of PARMLIB is 
AutoXfer parameters.  The rest are Sekar parameters.  Puspa parameters are in 
DIV instead of PARMLIB.   Moreover, AutoXfer parameters probably need larger 
disk space than installation given PARMLIB, especially for large spool distribution 
network.  In such situation, you can use your own PARMLIB. If so, you can either 
replace given PARMLIB with your own as shown below:  
 

 //PARMLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=MY.ZJOS.PARMLIB 
 
Or concatenate your own PARMLIB on top as shown below:  
 

//PARMLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=MY.ZJOS.PARMLIB 
//        DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&HLQ..ZJOS&V&LVL..PARMLIB 

 
The second way above is safer in operation but more difficult to maintain.  It safer 
in case there is a missed stuff in your own PARMLIB, can possibly covered in the 
installation given one.  But, be careful when you manage the content.  zJOS 
control panel always ask PARMLIB name in which the parameters you are going 
to access reside.    
 
XDILGR – Procedure to start AutoXfer Logger  
 
Detail of XDILGR procedure is discussed in sub par 2.1.2 chapter 2 of Sekar 
User’s Guide.   This discussion focuses on only DIVDATA.  There is no formula 
yet to estimate the best size of VSAM LDS to support the DIV for logs.  To avoid 
log missing, you are recommended to allocate large enough VSAM LDS.    
 
Samples of parameters  
  
You have to customize Sekar provided sample parameters to fit your 
environment prior to bring zJOS up at initial time.   This to avoid unexpected 
situation, since Sekar will be automatically brought up when zJOS address space 
initialization is complete.    
 
Although you don’t license Sekar nor need Sekar, you have to activate Sekar 
with minimum EMS settings to have zJOS subsystem active.  Select option 1 of 
action bar menu.   
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Notes:  
  

� All zJOS-XDI ISPF panels have more than 24 rows and in some cases, 
certain information indicated by color.  Hence you must use extended IBM 
3270 terminal model 3 or 4.      

� Some menus are placed in action bar.  Hence before you entering zJOS 
session, make sure action/menu bar is enabled in your ISPF settings.   

   
To have proper spool distribution management, AutoXfer logger should active. 
You need to initialize AutoXfer logger DIV, by issuing zJOS subsystem command 
.log init via console.    
 

Figure 2.2:  zJOS primary control panel 
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2.4. Starting and Stopping AutoXfer  
 
Initially when zJOS-XDI framework (main task) is brought up, no product nor 
component is up except for Sekar major task which is actually a framework main 
establisher to work with zJOS subsystem.  You must explicitly start AutoXfer to 
have it up and active and stop to have it down.    
 

 
   
Figure 2.4: Issuing AutoXfer command via control panel.   
 
There are 2 commands, START and XSTART to bring XDI/AutoXfer up and a 
command, STOP to bring it down.   All of those commands can be issued via 
control panel as shown in figure 2.4, or via z/OS console.     
 

Figure 2.3:  zJOS primary action bar menu 
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When START was issued via control panel, zJOS framework is notified.  AutoXfer 
is then brought up and the response then appears on the control panel (cropped) 
as shown in figure 2.5 below, tells that a request to bring AutoXfer up was sent to 
zJOS framework.   
 

 
 
Figure 2.5: Transitional status when AutoXfer is started via control panel.   
 
 
This START command can also be issued via z/OS system console using zJOS 
subsystem command (dot command) as follow:  
 

.AXFR START 
 
Nothing is appeared on the control panel until refreshed by hitting enter key.  
When AutoXfer is up, its information status is changed INACTIVE to ACTIVE and 
will appear on the control panel (cropped) when refreshed, as shown in the figure 
2.5 below.     
 

 
 
Figure 2.6: Control panel indicates AutoXfer is active within zJOS framework.   
 
 
Most of XDI/AutoXfer parameters are initialized during zJOS-XDI framework 
initialization.   Hence, AutoXfer startup is only dispatching its appropriate tasks 
and loading a selected destinations table as shown in figure 2.7.   Recipients 
table and other supporting tables are not loaded, rather still stay in the PARMLIB 
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and will be loaded on the spot when appropriate recipient is processed.  That is 
why you can update them on the fly without recycling AutoXfer.    
 
 

 
 
Figure 2.7: Log of loading destination table by AutoXfer within zJOS-XDI.   
 
 
To bring AutoXfer down, use STOP command either via control panel or z/OS 
console.  Figure 2.8 shows transitional information status following issuance of 
STOP command via control panel.    Shutting down progress is quite short, as 
shown in figure 2.9, just cleanup destination table buffer and detach AutoXfer 
major task from dispatching cycle.    Afterward, it is stated as inactive as shown 
in figure 2.10.   
 
As KEEP or DELETE disposition option is offered, it might be cause very critical 
situation when AutoXfer is forced to down while it is processing a spool file.  To 
avoid such case, STOP command won’t be immediately effective when issued 
while AutoXfer is processing a spool file.    
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Figure 2.8: Transitional status when AutoXfer is stopped via control panel.   
 
 
To issue STOP command via z/OS console, use zJOS subsystem command (dot 
command)  
 

.AXFR STOP 
 

 
 
Figure 2.9: Log of shutting down progress of Autoxfer .   
 
 

 
 
Figure 2.10: Control panel indicates AutoXfer is inactive.   
 

2.5. Activating AutoXfer Externally  
 
All zJOS-XDI products, including XDI/AutoXfer, are supported by a common 
framework to run in a single address space and share some common resources.  
It is aimed to be the best way to cut cost of MIPS and other system resources in 
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the normal situation.  However, as the framework was also designed to support 
Sekar and Puspa, automation tools, which certainly require the highest priorities 
and privileges, you must assign top service class to zJOS framework address 
space.   This top service class of course will serve all tasks within address space, 
including AutoXfer which actually doesn’t need that high.   Hence AutoXfer will be 
over served.   The affect, when AutoXfer is in peak condition, it will be prioritized 
over all other jobs outside zJOS address space, and will potentially degrade the 
whole system performance as its workloads type is I/O bound.   Till now, service 
class is for address space, instead of task.  There is no way to lower service level 
for certain tasks in the same address space.    
 
To avoid the above situation, a feature is provided for you to activate AutoXfer 
outside zJOS framework address space.   When incoming spool outputs in 
AutoXfer managed classes is quite intensive or the way you distribute spool files 
is in batch mode by altering class on which more than one outputs are queued 
into AutoXfer managed classes, it is time to have AutoXfer active outside zJOS 
framework address space.  To do that, you must start AutoXfer externally using 
XSTART command either via zJOS-XDI control panel as shown in figure 2.4 or 
via z/OS console using zJOS subsystem command (dot command) as follow:   
 

.AXFR XSTART 
 
When startup is completely done, AutoXfer status in the control panel is indicated 
as EXTR ACTIVE as shown in figure 2.11.   
 

 
 
Figure 2.11: Control panel indicates AutoXfer is active outside zJOS framework.   
 
External activation means run AutoXfer as an STC in a separate address space 
named XDIAXFR.   Figure 2.12 shows log of console messages produced since 
XSTART command is processed by zJOS framework up to AutoXfer is completely 
up in XDIAXFR address space as an STC.    
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Figure 2.12: Log of loading destination table by AutoXfer outside zJOS-XDI.   
 
Although internally AutoXfer still shares many zJOS-XDI common resources, the 
way z/OS manage its dispatching schedule and service level allocation are totally 
separated from zJOS framework address space.   So, you can assign a separate 
(lower) service class to XDIAXFR.   Note that AutoXfer doesn’t need priority.  
You are even recommended to put AutoXfer service class lower than any other 
production jobs.    
 
To bring AutoXfer down, you must use the same STOP command regardless it is 
running externally.   The only different is, it affects XDIAXFR address space to 
down following AutoXfer termination.   
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Chapter 3 Working with AutoXfer 
Parameters  

 
To work with AutoXfer parameters, you have to login to zJOS-XDI administrator 
logonid.  It’s normally TSO userid you were using to install zJOS-XDI package.   
Issue XDI command in ISPF command line field on any panel of any session, 
then primary zJOS control panel appears on ISPF window as shown in figure 2.2 
in previous chapter.  Then select option 1 of action/menu bar as shown in figure 
3.1 (cropped) to obtain zJOS-XDI global parameters panel as shown in figure 3.3 
below   Before global parameters panel is reached, a window is popped up as 
shown in figure 3.2, asking parameter suffix and zJOS PARMLIB dataset name 
you are going to work with.   
 

 
 
Figure 3.1:  Action/Menu bar 
 
 

 
 
Figure 3.2:  A window popped up asking global suffix and PARMLIB name 
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See the global parameters panel in figure 3.3 below.   The panel consists or 2 
major areas:  

(1) Products selection menu area  
(2) Global parameters list area 

 
Now, we are discussing area (2).   This area is actually scrollable.  To reach this 
area, position the cursor below the blue border line following products selection 
menu.  When cursor is (anywhere) in this area, you can scroll the list up and 
down.  Extra care must be taken when working with this area as all fields can be 
changed just by overtyping them and hit enter key.    
 

 
 
Figure 3.3:  zJOS global parameters panel 
 
The first region of this area is for activation keys for all 3 products and common 
automation suffix for Sekar and Puspa.   Updates on this region will immediately 
effective to the zJOS-XDI framework once enter key is pressed.   At the same 
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time, appropriate parameters in the current XDISYSnn member of zJOS-XDI 
PARMLIB library are updated as well.   
 
Second region is for AutoXfer main parameters.  Although not immediately take 
effect, any update for these parameters will affect to the whole spool outputs 
distribution policy.   Updates will be stored in the current XDISYSnn member of 
zJOS-XDI PARMLIB library and take effect automatically when zJOS framework 
is recycled.   You can also make it effective soon by issuing LOAD command 
either via control panel or z/OS console using zJOS subsystem command (dot 
command).   
 

3.1. Main Parameters  
 
AutoXfer main parameters are a set of specific zJOS-XDI global parameters to fit 
users’ expected policies and business requirements into their spool distribution 
system.    These are placed in zJOS-XDI PARMLIB member named XDISYSnn 
and selected straightly in zJOS-XDI framework procedure by pointing its suffix as 
‘LIST=nn’  in start parameter.   Default is XDISYS00.    
 
Spool input class  is a set of 1 to 8 JES2 SYSOUT classes from which AutoXfer 
catches spool outputs and distribute them to their recipients.  You can define 1 to 
8 valid classes for this parameter.   AutoXfer sleeps all the time and only wakes 
up when an output file is generated in any one of these classes.    
 
Xmitter job class  is a valid job class to be assigned to transmitter job generated 
by AutoXfer to transfer a caught spool output file to its recipients.  This class is to 
control the multiprogramming level of execution of transmitter jobs.  Transmitter 
jobs will stay in job queue until at least one job INITiator with appropriate class is 
active.   You can tune up or down the number of appropriate INITs as necessary 
depends on expected service level.    
 
Xmitter output class  is a valid JES2 SYSOUT class to be assigned to the 
transmitter job.   This class must not be the same with any one of classes defined 
as AutoXfer input classes.    
 
Class for requeue  is a valid JES2 SYSOUT class to be used by AutoXfer to 
place original copy of each caught spool output file.   This class must not be the 
same with any one of classes defined as AutoXfer input classes.   Caution, if this 
rule is not complied, AutoXfer will unfortunately be placed in infinitive loop which 
potentially degrades the whole system performance.       
 
Target file format  is to define which default format is going to be used by 
recipient’s machine.  W for Windows format which use UTF-8 or ASCII encoding, 
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or M for original MVS format.   This assignment will be overridden by appropriate 
format selection option in each individual destination entry.   
 
Forced to use VBA  is to tell AutoXfer whether appropriate flat dataset is to be 
forced to use VBA record format.   Value must be either Y to accept or N to deny.   
 
Alt. report name  is a name to be used as alternate report name when external 
writer (XWTR) name is not available.   Fill D to choose appropriate DD name or J 
to choose jobname.   
 
Max output age  is 1 to 99 days maximum age of caught spool outputs are 
allowed to stay in AutoXfer repository as flat datasets.     
  
Trace mode  is either Y or N.  Y means trace mode is on, and N means trace 
mode is off.   
 
Disp after process  is either K for KEEP or D for DELETE.   K means to ask 
AutoXfer to keep the original copy of each caught and processed SYSOUT file 
and place them in a certain class as defined in class for requeue  field above.  D 
means to ask AutoXfer not to keep the original copy of each caught SYSOUT file   
 
Dest table suffix  is 2-digit suffix ‘nn’ to select appropriate XDITABnn member of 
zJOS-XDI PARMLIB library as current destination table.   
 
TempDS primary space  is initial size (in cylinders) of primary extent space to be 
used to allocate each flat dataset to hold the content of a caught spool output.   
Unused remaining space will be released when conversion is done.   
 
TempDS 2ndary space  is initial size (in cylinders) of secondary extent space to 
be used to allocate each flat dataset to hold the content of a caught spool output.   
Unused remaining space will be released when conversion is done.   
 
Target PC drive  is alphabet A to Z to be used as default of PC disk drive to be 
used as a target volume to hold each transmitted spool output.  This value will be 
overridden by appropriate option specified in each individual destination entry.  If 
the target computer is not a PC, this parameter won’t be effective.    
 
Convert MCC to ASA  is either Y or N.   Y means to ask AutoXfer to convert 
each caught spool output with MCC code to ASA.   N means to ask AutoXfer not 
to check carriage control character and let them as is.   
 
STEPLIB dataset is no longer used.  It was a name of dataset to be used as 
step library when XDI transmitter is selected.   XDI transmitter is currently being 
converted to FTP API application which is planned to run as subtasks under 
AutoXfer major task.   Developer is still considering the best way how to control 
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its multitasking level as it could be significantly affecting to the whole network 
performance when certain amount of FTP tasks active concurrently.    
 
NETRC dataset  is 2-digit suffix ‘nn’ to select which NETRCnn member of zJOS-
XDI PARMLIB library to be used as current FTP security table.   NETRCnn is a 
primitive way to avoid target computer password is written (hardcoded) in FTP 
job SYSIN card.  NETRCnn contains a list of user, password and IP address of 
each recipient, and is the only way to hide password from being viewed by some 
one who authorized to access global spool.    
 
Third region is for SSRF, report splitting feature and currently is not used.   SSRF 
is still under construction.    
 
Fourth region is for CA-Xcom usage.  It consists of some specific information to 
be used in Xcom batch job and is only needed if you plan to use CA-Xcom as an 
alternate transmitter job.   Otherwise, just leave it as it is.     
 

3.2. Managing Destination Table  
 
To manage destination table, you must select option 3 of product selection menu 
on top area of global parameter panel as shown in figure 3.3.   Destination table 
is then popped up onto a small window over the panel as shown in figure 3.4.   
 

 
 
Figure 3.4:  Destination table 
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All entries are brought from current XDITABnn member of zJOS-XDI PARMLIB 
library.   You can either add new entries, update or delete existing entries.  
 

3.3. Destination Entry  
 
Each destination entry consists of a unique destination name followed by a list of 
recipients, transfer encoding type, recipients’ computer details such as disk drive, 
folder name and file format, and several embedded command to be executed by 
either AutoXfer or transmitter or operating system.      
 

33..33..11  Creating a New Destination   
 
To create a new destination, you must consider its name as described above.  As 
it needs to be specified in the job JCL as DEST subparameter of SYSOUT DD 
card, you must also discuss with the team who in charge to update production 
JCL as well as the team who in charge in RJE and NJE administration.   Once an 
agreement is made, then you go to destination table window as in figure 3.4, then 
position the cursor in action bar and hit enter to obtain a small menu. Then select 
option 1 as shown in figure 3.5.   A small window is then popped up as shown in 
figure 3.6, asks you to fill destination name and recipients’ IP table name and a 
short description regarding this new destination.   
 

 
 
Figure 3.5:  Create a new destination 
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Figure 3.6:  Asked to initialize a new destination 
 
 
Fill up all 3 fields and hit enter to let AutoXfer validate tem.   Let say you filled 
BERLIN as destination name, IPBERLIN as IP/recipient list name and 
appropriate short description as shown in figure 3.7.    
 

 
 
Figure 3.7:  Initialize a new destination 
 
 
New destination name  is a name to identify a certain group of recipients.   It 
actually can be any name.   However, to have this name effective to catch spool 
outputs generated on z/OS system with DEST=name of SYSOUT DD specified in 
the JCL of source job, this name must comply with valid rule of DEST 
subparameter value.   This name is nothing to do with a real destination in JES2 
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configuration.   Even you are strongly recommended not to use a name that’s 
being used as a real SYSOUT destination to avoid conflict with JES2 operation.      
 
As XDITABnn member only lists names of selected destinations, the details of 
each destination are packaged into a separate zJOS-XDI PARMLIB member with 
name as its name.  Therefore, destination name must also comply with valid rule 
of PDS member name convention.   This name, unfortunately, must also be a 
unique member name among members within zJOS-XDI PARMLIB library.  This 
means, when there is already a member with name of ‘ABC’ which contains a list 
of recipients, you won’t be allowed to create a new destination with name ‘ABC’.    
 
Only spool outputs with DEST=name match with one of destination names in the 
current XDITABnn are eligible to be caught by AutoXfer when arrive in SYSOUT 
class match with one of input classes specified in AutoXfer main parameter.   
 
IP list name  or Recipients table name  is a name of table that contains a list of 
recipient definition records. As it is actually a name of a member of zJOS-XDI 
PARMLIB library, it will be verified for uniqueness within library in which it is filed.    
 

 
 
Figure 3.8:  Empty destination details panel 
 
Number of recipients  is no need to be filled.  It shows current number of entries 
recorded in associated recipients table.   
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Code type  is data encoding type to be used by transmitter.  Enter A for ASCII, B 
for binary, E for EBCDIC or N if you don’t sure and expect to use its default from 
main parameter.   
 
Folder name  is a name of folder into which transmitted spool outputs to be filed 
in recipient’s computer.   
 
FTP command  is an FTP command text string you want to execute during file 
transfer process.   It will be inserted in FTP job controls (SYSIN).   
 
PC drive  is a drive letter (A to Z) to override one specified in the main parameter.  
This only required when targeted recipient’s computer is Windows base PC only.   
 
File format  is to override one specified in the main parameter. Enter M to choose 
original MVS format or W for Windows format.  Other non-mainframe platform 
should choose W.   
 
Include SSRF parm  is currently not used 
 
Include XDI cmd  is an XDI/AutoXfer command text string you want to execute 
during transmission job generation.  Execution will be done by AutoXfer prior to 
transmission job (FTP) submission.       
 
Include MVS cmd  is an MVS or JES2 console command text string you want to 
execute during transmission job generation.  Execution will be done by AutoXfer 
prior to transmission job (FTP) submission.       
 
When enter key is hit, a larger window is popped up asking you to complete the 
details of this new destination as shown in figure 3.8.   As it is a new destination, 
task option in check box region bellow the blue line border indicates this entry is 
to be added as a new member in zJOS-XDI PARMLIB upon completion of filling 
all fields.   Not all fields are required.  You will be immediately alerted when a 
required field is left.   When all have done and enter key has been pressed, this 
panel remains stay to let you manage it associated recipients table.   As this is a 
newly created destination, of course recipients table is also new and empty.   A 
dummy recipient is created for you as a sample.      
 

33..33..22  Creating Recipients Table 
 
Figure 3.9 shows what you suppose to do when a new destination details have 
been completely created (added).   Slash on check-box menu indicates that next 
is to manage IP table or recipients table.   When enter key is pressed, an empty 
recipients table is popped up with a dummy entry as shown in figure 3.10.  To 
start creating a new recipient, you can select this dummy entry and modify it, or 
go to action bar menu and select option 1 to add a new entry.    
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Figure 3.9:  Destination details panel 
 

 
  
Figure 3.10:  An empty recipients table for newly added destination 
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Why dummy entry is provided?   This to avoid stuck when action bar menu is not 
enabled.   Adding a new entry can be done by entering an ‘A’ in S column.  But it 
needs at least one entry is listed on the panel.   Without dummy entry, when 
action bar menu is disabled, you won’t be able to do anything with the table.     
 
Either creating a new entry or modifying the dummy one, you will be asked to 
complete recipient’s details as shown in figure 3.11.   When at least one recipient 
record is added, the dummy entry is no longer needed, and you can delete it.   
Enter ‘D’ in front of entry you want to delete.    
 
At this point, you can go back to destination table to do anything else.  Although 
you will actually be directed to continue creating new recipients until at least one 
entry is added to this new table.      
 

33..33..33  Activating a Destination   
 
Once a new destination is added or an existing is updated, it remains inactive 
until you do one of the following actions:  

• Start or restart AutoXfer 
• Issue load or reload command for AutoXfer 

 
Start is the only way to activate all destinations when AutoXfer is in down state.  
Normally in the first time of implementation, AutoXfer is not started until at least 
one valid destination is added.  Once it’s added, you must start AutoXfer to make 
it active.    
 
Restart is the most recommended way to activate all newly added destinations 
when AutoXfer is up.   Bring it down to cleanup currently loaded destination table 
and all associated working buffers and then bring it back up to run it with updated 
table.   You have to ensure AutoXfer is not busy when bring it down.    
 
Load and reload commands are provided to give you a chance to reload updated 
destination table without have to bring AutoXfer down.   You must, however, very 
sure no incoming spool output during reloading table.   It will be interrupted when 
spool output is suddenly coming and no guarantee your table is properly loaded.     
 

33..33..44  Updating a Destination   
 
To update an existing destination definition, you have to go to destination table 
panel as shown in figure 3.4 above.  Enter ‘S’ in front of entry you want to update 
then destination details panel is popped up as shown in figure 3.9.   Overtype 
anything you want to change and press enter key to save them.    
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You have to ensure that check box menu is all unchecked before hitting the enter 
key.   Check box menu region is scrollable.  Scroll down if you don’t see the 
complete list of the check box menu.    
 

3.4. Recipient Entry  
 

 
 
Figure 3.11:  Empty recipient’s details panel.   
 
 
Recipient entry is a record that contains the detail definition of a recipient.  It also 
called as IP entry.   It consists of report name filter, IP address or URL name, 
port number, userid, password and folder name.   Each is described in the 
following paragraph.   
 

33..44..11  Creating a New Recipient   
 
Either selecting dummy or creating a new entry, an empty recipient entry is then 
popped up as in figure 3.11.  All fields are empty, except for its table name and 
associated destination name.  You have to complete it with report name, IP name 
or address, port number, userid, password and folder name.    
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Report name  is name of selected reports to be transferred to this recipient.  If 
fixed name is used, only spool output files with this name will be sent to this 
recipient.   If wildcard is used, all spool output files with names complied to the 
wildcard will be sent to this recipient.  Wildcard is a string ended with ‘*’.  For 
example, if you specified ‘NERACA*’, recipient will be eligible to receive any 
spool output file with report name prefixed by 6 characters ‘NERACA’, such as 
NERACA, NERACA01, NERACAXX etc.    
 

 
 
Figure 3.12:  Entering recipient’s details.   
 
 
IP address/name  is a valid address of recipient’s computer.  It can be numeric 
IPv4 address or URL name.  No validation is performed for this field, so you must 
responsible to provide a valid address.   
 
Port number  is a TCP/IP port number associated with the above IP address or 
URL name.   Default is 21 as it is an FTP port.   
 
Userid  and password  is recipient’s account into which AutoXfer must sign on via 
FTP to store selected spool output files.   This userid/password will be inserted in 
transmitter (FTP) job hardly coded in either SYSIN card or NETRC file.  AutoXfer 
won’t maintain nor verify them.  You have to responsible to make it synchronized 
with recipient’s security service all the time.   
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Folder name  is a name of recipient’s computer folder into which selected output 
files are stored.   It’s an optional. If specified, this name overrides the folder name 
specified in its associated destination definition.    
 
When recipient’s details are completed, you have to ensure that first request in 
check box menu (“added as new IP”) is checked as shown in figure 3.12.   Then, 
hit enter key to store this record into the table.   You will be notified when record 
was successfully added as shown in figure 3.1.3.     Hit enter key again, then you 
will be returned back to the recipients table.   This time newly created record is 
added as shown in figure 3.14, and you can continue creating new recipient 
entries or updating the existing.   .    
 
 

 
 
Figure 3.13:  New recipient’s has been added.   
 
 

33..44..22  Updating a Recipient   
 
To update a recipient, you have to go to recipient table as appear in figure 3.14.   
Enter ‘S’ in front of entry you want to update and then recipient detail record 
panel is popped up as shown in figure 3.12.   Overtype anything you want to 
change and then press the enter key save the update.   
 
You have to ensure that check box menu is all unchecked before hitting the enter 
key.   Check box menu region is scrollable.  Scroll down if you don’t see the 
complete list of the check box menu.    
 
Note that the table uses IP address/URL as the only key.   If you change it, your 
update will result an insertion of new entry.  For such case, don’t hesitate.  Just 
delete the original entry by entering ‘D’ in front of it.      
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Figure 3.14:  Recipients table.   
 
 

33..44..33  Activating a Recipient   
 
Recipient table is not loaded to the memory.   The way AutoXfer works is load 
each a selected entry when needed and clean it back up once the work finish.  
So that why you don’t need to do anything when you have completed add new 
entries or update existing ones.     
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Chapter 4 Controlling AutoXfer  
 
 
You can change some parameters on the fly.  However, as at the moment, 
AutoXfer is a simple system, you can easily just stop and restart it again to make 
the changes effective.     
 

4.1. Status Information 
 
When you issue ”.STATUS” on console or just press enter on zJOS control panel 
in XDI session in TSO, zJOS operation status information is then displayed.  On 
console, status information appears as follow:     
  

Component- Stat- -Agent-- Tbl  Works -Usage-- #dayX   
Sekar (EMS)  UP  ACT(SSI) IN   00005 LICENSED  none  
Puspa (SCD) DOWN INACTIVE OUT  00000 **DEMO**  ..?!   
AutoXfer     UP  ACTIVE   IN   00000 **DEMO**  ..?!   
Net-Server  DOWN INACTIVE N/A  00000 standard  none  

 
The status of AutoXfer is shown in the third product status line.  This line informs 
you whether AutoXfer is UP or externally UP (EXT) or DOWN.   The detail of the 
status information can be learned in zJOS/Sekar User’s Guide.   
 

4.2. Refreshing JES2 SSI Connection  
 
XDI/AutoXfer works based on connection with JES2 subsystem, where it asks 
JES2 to notify every time an expected spool file arrives.  Nevertheless, somehow 
when AutoXfer is in very peak condition, such event could be missed and the file 
is not processed until another expected file is arriving.  When you face such 
situation and you don’t want AutoXfer idle until next file arrive, you can refresh its 
JES2 connection by issuing REFRESH command on zJOS control panel or via 
dot command on the system console:     
 

.AXFR REFRESH  
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Chapter 5 Working with Logger  
 
 
Logger is provided to give you chances to trace spool distribution processing and 
do some necessary actions.   Logger is actually a separate process which runs 
on a separate address space, called XDILGR.   It automatically UP when you 
bring zJOS up regardless AutoXfer status.  But, you can manually stop and 
restart it afterward.   It logs all AutoXfer activities into DIV   
 

5.1. Entering The Logger  
 

 
Figure 5.1:  Entering the logger.   
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To work with logger, the first step is entering the logger session.   Click out the 
action bar on zJOS control panel to show a small menu, and then choose option 
4 (Viewing AutoXfer logs) as shown in figure 5.1.  A window of AutoXfer logger 
primary panel is then appeared as shown in figure 5.2.  It gives you a menu of 6 
choices:  

(1) Completed transfer log 
(2) Incompleted transfer log    
(3) Captured JES messages 
(4) Refresh all logs 
(5) Print all logs 
(6) Initialize all logs.   

 
You can enter choice number and hit enter key or just hit associated function key 
as listed following each choice description or shown in the bottom of the window 
when PFSHOW is in effect.    
 

 
Figure 5.2:  Logger primary panel.   
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Choice 1:  Completed transfer log  
 
When you choose 1, you will be brought to a log which contains successful 
transfer messages only list as shown in figure 5.3.    Log panel informs you the 
summary of each transferred output files that consist of date/time, report name, 
recipient, file size and transfer speed.  Each time a spool output is completely 
processed by AutoXfer, it is recorded into this log.  Records are accumulated and 
kept until the DIV is full, then you need to reinitialize by choosing choice 6.    
 

 
Figure 5.3:  Log of successful transfers.   
 
As all records are successful messages, you don’t need to do anything further.  
So all you can do with this log is just zooming each record to see the detail by 
typing S in command column in front of selected record.   A window then appears 
to show you the detail as shown in figure 5.4.   
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Figure 5.4:  Zooming the detail of selected record.   
 
 
Choice 2:  Incompleted transfer log  
 
Choice 2 bring you to a log which contains unsuccessful processes information 
only list as shown in figure 5.5.  Log panel informs you the summary of each 
unsuccessful transferred output files that consist of transfer-id, date/time, report 
name, recipient, return code and error code. Transfer-id is actually a token to link 
the record to its associated output file.   Return code and error code are codes 
yielded by transmitter to describe the problem.   
 
Each time a spool output is processed by AutoXfer and failed or unsuccessfully 
done, it is recorded into this log.  Records are accumulated and kept until the DIV 
is full, then you need to reinitialize by choosing choice 6.    
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Figure 5.5:  Log of unsuccessful transfers .   
 
This log is handled differently.  As all records in this log are for unsuccessful 
transfer, all corresponding spool files are supposed to be kept in the spool.  Each 
record is linked (by means transfer-id) with its related spool output file so you can 
browse or retransfer.   Enter B in front of selected record to browse its associated 
file or enter R to retransfer the file to all recipients.    
 
You can also zoom the record by entering S to see more detail information of 
selected record.   A window then appears to show you the detail as shown in 
figure 5.6.   Besides the detail, this window also give you chance to continue with 
browsing or retransferring its associated file.   
 
Take a note that neither AutoXfer nor logger protects spool output files against 
users’ access.  This means, transfer-id only identify which file is associated to an 
unsuccessful transfer record, regardless the file existence.  Logger doesn’t know 
whether the file is deleted.     
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Figure 5.6:  Zooming the detail of selected record.   
 
 
Choice 3:  Captured JES messages  
 
Captured JES messages log is for debugging purposes only.  It logs JES2 error 
messages associated with each unsuccessful transfer.  When you are interested 
to see further the problem causing unsuccessful transfer, this log you may found 
useful.  Each record will be kept until you successfully retransfer the file.   
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Chapter 6 Commands and 
Messages Reference 

 
 

6.1. AutoXfer Commands Facilities 
 
AutoXfer console commands can be issued in 3 ways:  
 

1. Via zJOS subsystem (on console) 
2. Via MODIFY command to zJOS address space (on console) 
3. Via zJOS control panel (in ISPF session on TSO)  

 

66..11..11  Entering Command via zJOS Subsystem 
 
zJOS subsystem provides a gate for you to enter Sekar command on z/OS MVS 
console.   Subsystem recognize all zJOS command when either prefixed by dot 
sign (.) or XDI with a blank (“XDI “).  Hence, the common command syntax is  
 

prefixAXFR request  
 
or for more specific is:  

 
.AXFR request  
 
or  
 
XDI AXFR request  

 
Where request is a service you want to obtain.    
 

66..11..22  Entering Command via MODIFY 
 :  
Alternatively, you can also pass command to Sekar via z/OS MVS MODIFY 
system command on console to zJOS address space.  The command syntax is:  
 

MODIFY XDI,AXFR request  
 
or  
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F XDI,AXFR request  

 
Where request is a service you want to obtain.    
 

66..11..33  Entering Command via zJOS Control Panel 
 
The second alternative to issue AutoXfer command is via control panel.  This 
facility available on TSO/E terminal while in ISPF  To issue command, just enter 
the request on AutoXfer command slot as shown in figure 6.1.   
 

 
 
Figure 6.1: AutoXfer command slot on zJOS control panel 
 
  

6.2. AutoXfer Commands Reference 
 
This paragraph only explains request verb instead of full command text.    

66..22..11  START request 
 
Syntax on console:  
 

START 
 
Syntax on control panel:  
 

START  
 
Function:  

Activate AutoXfer as a subtask in zJOS address space.   In such situation, 
AutoXfer will have the same service class or dispatching priority as Sekar 
and Puspa.      
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66..22..22  XSTART request 
 
Syntax on console:  
 

XSTART 
 
Syntax on control panel:  
 

XSTART  
 
Function:  

Activate AutoXfer as a separate system task outside zJOS address space.  
As AutoXfer sometime deal with heavy I/O activities, this way is strongly 
recommended, so you can favor Sekar and Puspa and other high priority 
tasks by lowering AutoXfer service class.   
   

 

66..22..33  STOP request 
 
Syntax on console:  
 

STOP 
 
Syntax on control panel:  
 

STOP  
 
Function:  

Inactivate AutoXfer.  If it is running as a subtask within zJOS address 
space, STOP will deactivate the subtask.   If it is running externally outside 
zJOS address space, STOP will shutdown AutoXfer address space.   

 
 

66..22..44  REFRESH request 
 
Syntax on console:  
 

REFRESH 
 
Syntax on control panel:  
 

REFRESH  
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Function:  
Refresh the connection with JES2 subsystem.  REFRESH will disconnect 
from and reconnect to JES2 subsystem.      

    
 

6.3. AutoXfer Messages 
 
All AutoXfer messages have the following common format:  
 

DERXXXYYYZ Message_text   
 
DER indicates product package of zJOS-XDI  
 
XXX indicates component id, by which the messages is issued.   The same 
message text could be issued by more than one component.   
 
YYY is message number, indicates the message id.   
 
Z is message suffix code, indicates the status of message.   

• I – informational message 
• W – warning 
• E – error message  
• A – needs user action  
• T – logic tracing information  

 
Message_text is information description of the message.  Most of zJOS XDI 
messages have clear and simple information.    
 
Complete messages reference can be found in zJOS-XDI Messages Reference 
manual.       
 


